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One of the questions by which we usually judge each
others’ research and our students’ analytical skills is
“what can we actually say using this piece of work?”
What kinds of claims of generality are made, and how
validly are these claims sustained? Valid generalisa-
tion is usually considered an important element of
convincing research both in the qualitatively and the
quantitatively oriented approaches to communication
research (Jensen, 2002:266-68). Yet particularly
among qualitatively oriented researchers, the possi-
bility as well as the desirability of generalising be-
yond the particular context of data-production is
sometimes questioned.

There is quite a body of literature describing the
different analytical designs and models of inference
and their consequences for generalisation at an epis-
temological level of theory of science (e.g., Blaikie,
1993; Danermark et al., 2002; Jensen, 2002; Ragin,
1987; Sayer, 1992). But it seems more difficult to
find literature that describes concretely how to go
about making valid generalisations at a practical
methodological level, at least as regards research
based on qualitative data. It appears to be implicitly
assumed that we are able to appropriate and imple-
ment rather abstract, general and complex knowledge
into well-functioning practical choices – something
we would definitely question if it were assumed
about any other group of text-users.

Thus, the purpose of this article is to contribute
to the ongoing discussions within communication
research by concretely exemplifying different strat-
egies for making qualitative generalisations. This is
attempted in two steps. First, the article discusses
different principles and priorities in qualitative gen-

eralisation. Second, the article describes three differ-
ent concrete examples of generalisations in a re-
search project on consumption and communication,
explains how they were made and discusses why
these categories can be understood as such types of
generalisations.

Qualitative Generalisation in General

Comparing generalisations made from quantitative
and qualitative data material, some important differ-
ences emerge. This is not to say that one way of
producing data and generalising is better than an-
other. Hopefully, the tendencies in communication
research towards cross-fertilisation and convergence
(Schrøder, 2001) will soon make these kinds of
statements superfluous. What methods are used for
data production should depend on what kind of
question the researcher wishes to shed light upon
and what theoretical approach is used. But having
made these choices, what can be said on the basis of
the two different types of data is quite different.

Respondents in quantitative communication stu-
dies, for example national television news audience
studies, are selected by probability sampling to form
a large sample in order to make the composition of
the sample as similar as possible to that of the popu-
lation (or at least to make the differences as small and
predictable as possible). This way the patterns of
television news watching can be statistically general-
ised back to the entire population from which the
sample was drawn, because the sample is considered
representative of the population (Hansen et al.,
1998:239-42; Hellevik, 1984:76-89; Østbye et al.,
1997:128-31). Thus, generalisation is constructed to
go via the units of the sample to the population.

Informants in qualitative communication studies,
for example ethnographic interviews about the in-
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ternal communication in an organisation, are chosen
by selective sampling to form a small sample in or-
der to make the composition of the sample reflect
the most important analytical characteristics in rela-
tion to the research question. This depends, of
course, on whether “maximum variation”, “theoreti-
cal sampling”, “best-case” or another model fits the
research question. Thus, the socio-cultural patterns
of the internal communication of the organisation
can be analytically generalised to the theoretical cat-
egories in the field of internal organisational com-
munication, because the sample results are consid-
ered to systematically conceptualise socio-cultural
dynamics and relations (Blaikie, 1993:176-81;
Johnson, 1990:27; Kvale, 1996:233-34; Neergaard,
2001:23-24). Hence, generalisation is constructed to
go via the variables of the sample to the scientific
categories.

The ability to make such analytical generalisa-
tions on the basis of qualitative data depends on a
range of scientific choices, argumentations and per-
formances. One important issue is, of course, all the
concrete methodological choices and performances
made as part of the overall analytical design of the
research. Is the theoretical framework in accordance
with the question and the research field? Are the
operationalisations of theoretical concepts valid in
relation to the research field? Is the sampling of in-
formants or texts valid in relation to the theoretical
framework, the intensive design and the research
field? Do the data production and the interpretation
and analysis of the data material show good and re-
flected workmanship? These choices, performances
and their documentation – by making them explicit
with argumentations for other communication re-
searchers – are methodological pre-conditions for
concrete attempts to establish analytical generalisa-
tions on the basis of qualitative inferences. This is
what most methodology texts are about: trying to
devise feasible and convincing principles for such
workmanship.

Another important issue is the position in scien-
tific theory taken by the researcher. Even though
this article attempts, in the following sections, to
show concretely how generalisations can be made,
the level of theory of science in generalisations is
not something than can be dispensed with. On the
contrary, our basic understandings of the socio-cul-
tural world and how to produce knowledge about it
direct our practical research, and if researchers do
not attempt to explicitly clarify such understan-
dings in theory of science terms, there is always the
risk of deficient analytical consistency or of work-
ing on the basis of non-analytical prejudices (Jen-

sen, 2002:268; Knudsen, 1989). Moreover, the
ways in which we attempt to make generalisations
on the basis of qualitative data should reflect our
positions regarding knowledge interests and know-
ledge production. Thus, theory of science positions
are both very abstract constructions, but also have
very concrete consequences.

An example of this is the use of language. This
may seem trivial, but the words a researcher uses to
describe a study are important. Some words signal
very strongly to other researchers what kind of sci-
entific theory, and hence epistemology, forms the ba-
sis of the generalisations. It is still not unusual to find
that researchers and students who explicitly adhere
to some variety of social constructivism can talk
about data collection. Underlying this term, however,
is the assumption that the socio-cultural data are out
there, separate from the researcher, waiting to be
picked up, which is at odds with one of the most im-
portant assumptions within social constructivism
(Guba & Lincoln, 1994). It is also not unusual to
come across studies in which the overall design is la-
belled abductive (Blaikie, 1993:176-78), which indi-
cates a flexible and revising relation between empiri-
cal categories and theoretical concepts. Nevertheless,
such studies sometimes define and use some of the
core theoretical concepts concretely and in a rather
absolute manner, pretending to know exactly what
should be looked for in the empirical field. This is in
opposition to one of the intensions behind abductive
inferences: To keep a systematically open mind to-
wards several possible interpretations of categories
and dynamics of the empirical field (Jensen,
2002:263-66) by, e.g., defining and using theoretical
concepts in a more sensitive manner (for the distinc-
tion between absolute and sensitive concepts, see
Blumer, 1954).

Finally, and getting closer to actual generalisa-
tions, it is also possible to read descriptions of
qualitative data that lapse into numerical reports or
mere pseudo-quantitative terms such as “how the
majority of the informants think”, thus using the
language of another type of generalisation – the
quantitative – that does not make analytical sense.
It is, of course, quite a different matter if a combina-
tion of methodologies or a cross-over methodology
is deliberately chosen, argued for and carried out,
such as in Q-methodology (Schrøder & Hansen, in
press). Yet even in that case, the qualitative and the
quantifying descriptions and arguments will usually
be kept separate and then held together, but not
mixed up.

Directly regarding generalisation, different
theory of science positions tend to construct differ-
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ent goals for generalisation, depending on the
knowledge interests expressed in the different ap-
proaches. Within realism, generalisation often in-
volves an explanatory ambition (e.g., Danermark et
al., 2002:96-98; Keat and Urry, 1987:27-36; Sayer,
1992:103-17). This is due to an assumption that, on
a continuum from the very concrete to the very ab-
stract, all categories are considered real. In this case,
one of the goals of analytical generalisation is to ex-
plain very concrete events in communication and
media using more abstract mechanisms and struc-
tures. Within some strands of social constructivism,
however, generalisation involves a more interpreta-
tive and critical re-descriptive ambition (e.g.,
Åkerstrøm, 1999:13-15). Here assumptions come
closer to not anticipating what is real, but to ana-
lysing how something becomes discursively con-
structed as real.

In the great middle range, insights from both
theoretical approaches are combined. Communica-
tion researchers place themselves in various posi-
tions along a continuum between radical realism and
radical constructivism. This, I will argue, describes
much of the situation of so-called “normal” scien-
tific praxis more adequately than does intense posi-
tioning in either camp. Perhaps this is because there
is less contradiction between the positions at the
epistemological and methodological levels than at
the ontological level. Very few constructivists claim
that material phenomena do not exist outside of our
interpretations of them, while very few realists
claim that material phenomena can be analysed
without including interpretations. Within this group
of combining approaches with, e.g., varying stress
on deconstruction, the goal of generalisation be both
interpretative and explanatory, where the explana-
tory part usually lacks strong causal mechanisms,
but displays instead more open and contingent dy-
namics.

The three concrete types of analytical generali-
sation exemplified in the following main sections
were all made within the context of such a combina-
tion of approaches. The research project concerns
the ways in which consumers handle food risks and
how they use media texts as part of this endeavour
(Halkier, 2001a); the project is conceptualised
within a theoretical framework that combines mod-
ern phenomenology and moderate social construc-
tivism. I will argue – along with others (Alvesson &
Sköldberg, 2000) – that it is as legitimate and im-
portant to be able to analytically categorise the
complexities of an empirical field as it is to uphold a
stiff kind of theoretical cogency. The challenge is to
reflect explicitly upon what consequences this may

have for the concrete production of knowledge and
its validity. Thus, researchers can use the three con-
crete types of analytical generalisation in slightly
different ways, for example leaning more or less to-
wards the social constructivist part of the con-
tinuum of theoretical positions. The three concrete
ways of generalising are, of course, only examples
and thus constitute suggestions about how to gener-
alise analytically.

Concrete Examples of
Qualitative Generalisation
The three different examples are all “established”
generalisations in the sense that they have already
been published, and they come from the same quali-
tative data material in one research project. It is my
deliberate analytical intention to show how several
different generalisations can emerge from one and
the same project. Qualitative data are often so rich
that they can be used for various interpretations
that are not contradictory (hopefully, unless ex-
plicit change of perspective is intended), but rather
complementary.

The research project analysed here concerns
how consumers handle environmental food risks,
with a focus on the use of social norms and public
texts1. In this sense, the research is related to the
media and communication research tradition of qua-
litative user studies (e.g., Drotner, 1994; Morley &
Silverstone, 1991). As mentioned, the theoretical
framework reflects both modern phenomenology
and moderate social constructivism. On the one
hand, there is a focus on the everyday life experi-
ences with food risk that people produce, use and
reproduce as consumers and media users through
their socio-cultural practices in interaction with or
in relation to important others (e.g., Goffman, 1959;
Gronow & Warde, 2001; Luckmann, 1989; Thomp-
son, 1995). On the other hand, there is a focus on
the food and risk interpretations of people as con-
sumers and media users in an interplay between
their situational negotiations and fixations of defini-
tions, and the mediated institutional framings of
meaning (e.g., Garfinkel, 1967; Goffman, 1974;
Laclau, 1996; Potter & Whetherell, 1987).

The empirical data material consists of a combi-
nation of data from focus groups (Morgan, 1997)
with parents of small children discussing food and
risk-handling, and a sample of different kinds of
public texts about food and risk. The participants in
the focus groups were sampled according to a com-
bination of ethnographic network-snowballing
(Johnson, 1990) and variation regarding education
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and place of living. The public texts were sampled
as types in terms of the kinds of texts the parents in
the focus groups explicitly mentioned using in their
understandings of food risks2. The data material was
analysed via systematic qualitative coding and cat-
egorising (Coffey & Atkinson, 1996), metaphors
and domain interpretation (Hall, 1997; Spradley,
1979) as well as conversation and discourse analy-
sis (Antaki, 1994; Potter, 1996). The expressions of
the parents’ risk interpretations and risk-handlings
were interpreted as happening in the interplay be-
tween their individual narratives, the social and
communicative dynamics of the groups, and the
larger discursive repertoires in society.

Ideal Types
The first type of analytical generalisation is prob-
ably also the most widely used one. Examples of
ideal types representing generalisations of primary
qualitative data or conceptual generalisations over
both primary and secondary data are well known to
everyone in communication and media research.
There are the typical media-user typologies, based
on qualitative data materials, categorising media us-
ers as, for example, super-users, users and non-us-
ers (e.g., Stald, 1998) or classifying media users ac-
cording to their lifestyles (e.g., Dahl, 1995). And
there are also many analytical concepts that reflect
ideal type categorisations of aspects of media use
(e.g., Silverstone, 1994) and text reception (e.g.,
Schrøder, 2000). Major parts of ideal type qualita-
tive generalisations in media and communication re-
search are constructed as segments, types of user
practices and types of interpretive repertoires.

The notion of an ideal type comes from one of
the founding fathers of sociology, Max Weber, who
defined it as a one-sidedly focused synthesis of dif-
fuse and discrete empirical phenomena into a uni-
fied abstract analytical construct, which will never
be discovered in this specific form (Weber,
1949:90). The basic process in constructing ideal
types is to condense the codings, categories and in-
terpretations of the data material into a limited
number of relevant descriptions that one-sidedly
underline particular characteristics at the cost of
others. Ideal types are meant to reflect their name in
the sense that the types cannot be found or catego-
rised (depending on your theoretical position) di-
rectly in their pure form in the empirical field.
Thus, making an ideal type entails considerable
complexity reduction. The challenge is not to over-
simplify such a reduction, which is a necessary part
of all data treatment and attempts at generalisation.

The concrete example from my research project
is a typology of three ideal types of risk-handling
in food consumption. In other words, these are
ideal types of user practices. The types are called
worried risk-handling, irritated risk-handling and
pragmatic risk-handling (Halkier, 2001c).

In worried risk-handling, food is something that
is talked about, and risk is considered an important
family issue. Debates in the media are followed, in-
formation on risk issues is actively sought, and the
question of how one should respond is subject to
negotiation within the social network. Consumers
attempt to buy and use food stuffs that they
typify as less risky, as this woman explains: ”No,
no…but a better kind of foodstuff in the sense
that…well, we can’t know, can we, but it’s probably
because we hope that, there ARE not so many lefto-
vers of all sorts of strange stuff that we don’t know
about how they will react in our body, right? That’s
why we are ready to pay a bit more for it, right?”
There is a tendency to see oneself, as a consumer, as
capable of agency in society, as making a difference
in food security and quality through one’s prac-
tices. Trust in relation to handling food risks is ex-
pressed both as abstract institutional relations, such
as state-controlled labelling schemes, but also as
close-knit personal relations, such as getting apples
from your neighbour.

In irritated risk-handling, food is something that
is enjoyed, and risk in relation to food is under-
stood as something that threatens other everyday
life relations around food. Thus, risk is primarily
associated with the amounts of risk communication
in the media, that which “enters” family life via tel-
evision and newspapers. Irritated risk-handling en-
tails considerable frustration and shifting practices
at different times, often according to how mediated
discourses are experienced or because other every-
day concerns are prioritised. A diffuse lack of trust
in all other societal actors is expressed, and con-
sumers do not see themselves as carrying any
agency in society in relation to food issues. This is
expressed by one of the men: “But I am also tired
of them [i.e. media, authors note] in the sense
that…they take up something, right, and then actu-
ally, I sit and get all excited about it and say that it’s
bloody well too bad…but my possibilities to do ANY-
THING about it, they are not really there…are they?
So…the fish doesn’t get better from them making
such a show, right? I’ve just had yet another prob-
lem thrown in my face, right?”

In pragmatic risk-handling, food is not talked
about, and risk in relation to food is understood as
yet another daily life problem for which some prac-
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tical solutions must be found. Thus, particular
choices and practices are settled and turned into
practical routines so it is not necessary to reflect
upon the problems every time consumers shop,
cook, eat and watch television. This is expressed in
the following quote: “I also think about things such
as fruit and the like, you can’t assess when they say
it’s not sprayed, but I don’t believe very much in that,
you know. I think it’s all sprayed to some degree, you
know. But you know, you can’t do anything else but
buy it and wash it and then…eat it.” Here, trust in
relation to risk-handling is varied just as for worried
risk-handling.

These three ideal types of risk-handling with re-
gard to food are each representations of consumers
and media users that have been pushed to the ex-
tremes. They were constructed in four steps. First, a
round of basic open coding and a round of relational
categorising, using everyday life analytical categories,
were made of the whole focus group data material
(Coffey & Atkinson, 1996:26-45). Second, the first
contours of differences in ways of handling risk
emerged from the categorising, and I categorised pat-
terns in similarities and differences in risk-handling
practices and interpretations, while still “combing”
the entire material in order to also look for
systematicity against the emerging patterns of simi-
larity and difference. Third, I concentrated on the
now apparent different types of practices and began
to aim for a “connected” form of practice for each us-
ing thematic coding, i.e., a type of risk-handling that
one-sidedly underlined particular characteristics and
that was distinctively different from the others. Ex-
amples of the characteristics cultivated were how
risk is socio-culturally associated, how media texts
are used in relation to risk-handling, and which par-
ticular types of practical appropriations are carried
out. Finally, theoretical conceptualisations of the
three ideal types were also applied, placing the dif-
ferent types of risk-handling in relation to discus-
sions on the contested space of the body in modern
societies (e.g., Foucault, 1978).

Furthermore, we can use this example of ideal
type generalisation to argue that ideal types can be
used irrespective of where the researcher places her-
self on a continuum between critical realism and so-
cial constructivism. If the researcher’s orientation is
more towards the realist side, perhaps the focus
will be more on trying to explain which socio-cul-
tural structures form the differences in risk-han-
dling experiences. However, if the researcher’s ori-
entation is more towards the constructivist side,
perhaps the focus will be on underlining how con-

sumers can occupy the different positions of the
types in different socio-cultural contexts.

Variables
Using the term variable may seem misplaced to
some researchers working with qualitative methods
as it comes out of quantitative terminology. How-
ever, the term is used here to reflect how qualitative
generalisation in general goes via the variables. But
the term is also used in the heading as shorthand for
the single elements of social and cultural categories
and dynamics of studies. In this way, this type of
generalisation usually “zooms in” on particular sin-
gle aspects of the results of a study as parts of the
qualitative generalisation.

Single variable generalisation plays an important
role in, for example, comparative studies and case
study research, where it is important to explicate
rather precisely what is being compared if the ambi-
tion is to say something more general than telling
e.g. a number of localised case stories. One could, in
principle, attempt such a task by constructing ideal
types as well, but case studies and comparative
studies often involve such large data material that,
in order to keep up systematics, each variable is
first categorised and analysed individually. At the
level of single aspects of the data material, the re-
searcher decides whether the patterns of this single
aspect display characteristics sufficiently identical
to be formally ascribed to one category (Ragin,
1987).

However, this way of looking at even single as-
pects of empirical patterns as things that can be as-
cribed decidedly to one category does not tally well
with some approaches to qualitative research in
which the complexity of patterns and the cross-cat-
egorisations of patterns are often underlined (Coffey
& Atkinson, 1996). Some would perhaps suggest
grounded theory methods (e.g., Strauss & Corbin,
1990) to include such complexities, as this approach
appears to be focused on single variables via elabo-
rate coding procedures combined with a sensitivity to
context via its stress on concepts to be grounded in
the empirical field. But grounded theory tends to
work from an inductivist assumption, thus legitimis-
ing a scientific theoretical position wherein research-
ers can enter a field without theoretical (or socio-cul-
tural) presuppositions (Alvesson & Sköldberg,
2000:32). Furthermore, the elaborate coding proce-
dures seem rather mechanistic, commonsensical and
in the end decontextualising (Coffey & Atkinson,
1996:48; Jensen, 2002:248).
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Instead, I will suggest that supplementing quali-
tative systematic coding and thematic categorisation
with a theoretical framework that can conceptualise
the complexities of the context of one’s variables
could be one way of avoiding formalistic ways of
using variables in qualitative generalisations. Work-
ing in an abductive manner, this would be part of
the processes of re-describing and re-contextualising
single aspects of data (Danermark et al., 2002:109-
10). Thus, it is important to see the single aspects
of data patterns (the variables) as always being in
configuration with other dynamics of the context. In
a way, this can be described as making a Norbert
Elias “twist” on variable generalisation. Elias uses
the term “figuration” to transcend the views that
see the individual level of analysis as something
separate from the societal level (Elias, 1978b:128-
33); by figuration he meant the patterns of relation-
ships in socio-cultural processes. Thus, seeing sin-
gle variables in configuration with relevant dynam-
ics of the soci-cultural context constitutes making
variable generalisation relational.

The concrete example from my research project
can be seen as a generalisation of four configurations
of the single aspect of ambivalence in consumers’
handling of risk communication (Halkier, 2001a).

“Ambivalence as tension” is the first configura-
tion of the category. Here consumers experience am-
bivalence, in relation to their use of media texts con-
cerning food risk-handling, as conflicts resulting in
tensions in everyday life. Consumers find it diffi-
cult to avoid knowledge about various risks due to
the extent of information and debate in the media.
This problematisation of food in the media is expe-
rienced as spoiling the pleasurable and important
things about food in the family, such as enjoying the
taste of meals and arranging meals to strengthen the
family feeling, because forced reflections on food
easily come into conflict with the pleasures. Here,
the relations around ambivalence seem to accord
with the tension between desire and control of bod-
ily practices, conceptualised in the literature that re-
lates body and culture to general historical tenden-
cies in modernity (Elias, 1978a:245-63; Foucault,
1978:139-45).

“Ambivalence as legitimate” denotes consumers’
relations with ambivalence in using media texts in
risk-handling, where ambivalence is interpreted as
an acceptable aspect of risk-handling. Contradic-
tions between, for example, general recommenda-
tions of mediated discursive repertoires on food
risks and specific deficiencies in space of action in
everyday life are interpreted as negative. But these
are things consumers have to live with, because such

ambivalence is a basic condition of being a food
consumer in a medialised society. Hence, ambiva-
lence arises from the contingency of social life and
consumers can differentiate themselves discursively
from having a personal problem. The consumer ac-
counts around this have a tendency to be character-
ised by facticity, and a relational interpretation of
accounts constructing facticist claims could be to
see them as attempts at establishing the social le-
gitimacy of one’s own practices (Potter, 1996:122-
24).

“Ambivalence as normal” categorises the con-
sumer experiences with ambivalence in using media
texts in risk-handling as normal, where ambivalence is
being incorporated into everyday practices without
necessarily producing much tension or resulting in at-
tempts at legitimation. Thus, ambivalence is made a
normal feature of practices and becomes built into the
continuous story of oneself as a consumer, and medi-
ated discursive repertoires are only tacitly drawn
upon. Here, it is possible to fit, for example, tinned
conventional fast food into a food style of fresh or-
ganic food. This process can be seen as a parallel to
Georg Simmel’s argument about fashion. He de-
scribes a process in everyday life whereby subjective
individual changes in styles of practices can be incor-
porated via bricolage that is socially stylised, that is
the “deviations” are worked into a new practical dis-
play or discursive narrative by drawing upon a recog-
nisable social frame (Simmel, 1991:69).

“Avoiding ambivalence?” describes the consumer
experience wherein avoidance of the very experience
of ambivalence is attempted. Here consumers
routinise their risk-handling practices, and since rou-
tines work on tacit knowledge and bodily remem-
brance, the potentially forced reflexivity in appro-
priation of mediated discursive repertoires on food
risk, being in conflict with other food relations, can
be escaped. Such processes illustrate the debate
about the individual being ascribed with more moral
responsibility in a medialised society, and about
whether this constitutes an opportunity or a prob-
lem (Thompson, 1995:225-34).

The four configurations of the variable ambiva-
lence were constructed later than the three ideal
types. Hence, all the basic coding and categorising
was already done. In fact, I began to “zoom in” on
the single aspect of ambivalence, because the ideal
types of risk-handling had been criticised for not
conceptualising contradictions, polyvalence, shifts
and liminality. Furthermore, an analysis comparing
the dominating discursive repertoires in the focus
group data material and the other set of data mate-
rial – the public texts on food risks – pointed to am-
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bivalence as an important characteristic of consum-
ers’ constructions of their own role in risk-handling.
Thus, a focussed thematic coding of the data mate-
rial around ambivalence was carried out, partly also
inspired by domain interpretation (Coffey &
Atkinson, 1996:92-99). Then these patterns of con-
sumer experiences with ambivalence were conceptu-
alised by associating them with concepts for con-
text-relevant socio-cultural relations.

Narratives
This kind of qualitative generalisation has come for-
ward as researchers inspired by different versions of
social constructivism and post-structuralism have
problematised some of the ways of doing ideal type
generalisation and variable generalisation for pro-
ducing representations that exaggerate the stability
of phenomena and relations. The argumentation un-
folds as follows: if researchers assume, and are able
to demonstrate empirically, that phenomena and re-
lations are formed by people’s practical use of lan-
guage in shifting and complex socio-cultural con-
texts, then this potential plurality and non-finality
should be reflected better in our generalisations.
This is one of the basic premises of, for example,
the different types of discourse analysis (e.g., Jør-
gensen & Phillips, 1999; Laclau, 1996; Potter &
Whetherell, 1987).

Practical methodological suggestions for produc-
ing different generalisations have included con-
structing positions or positionings (Jensen, 1998),
talking about possibilities instead of descriptions
(Peräkylä, 1997), and making representations as
voices (Stern, 1998). There are two common char-
acteristics of these suggestions. First, they try to
combine the complexity and non-finality of empiri-
cal data material with analytical systematics, which
orders patterns in a story-like way rather than a
thing-like way (Tseëlon, 1992). This characteristic
is the reason for labelling such generalisations as
narrative. Second, they take into account the sym-
bolic power of scientific representations and they
counterbalance this power of the researchers; thus
expressions of the participating subjects are repre-
sented fairly directly. This is not done as a claim to
authenticity, but as a recognition of the polyphony
involved in the first-order constructs of the socio-
cultural processes in question and thus in creating
second-order constructs (Alvesson & Sköldberg,
2000:258-59; Blaikie, 1993:179-81).

The concrete example of narrative generalisa-
tions from my research project is the four social
norms that “result” from consumers’ norm negotia-

tion about risk-handling in food, although the study
produced many more (Halkier, 2001b). This gener-
alisation can be seen as an example of the general-
ised categories consisting of positions that actors
can occupy to various degrees in different contexts.
It would take up too much space to illustrate all
four norms with the necessary lengthy quotes of
discussions, so only one of the norms will be illus-
trated, and the other three will merely be men-
tioned.

The examples of norms for handling food risks
on which consumers established consensus in their
negotiations with one another are the following:

• Personally known products are best

• You should buy Danish

• Keep your anxiety over dirt in check

• Cutting corners is okay in a busy everyday life

The last norm – or position that consumers and me-
dia-users can take discursively – is being negotiated
towards a consensus in the following quote:

Jan: “The chickens we had tonight, actually
they are Easter food, right? But it’s often
difficult. In reality, it is limited to a couple of
months where you can get chickens…if you
should follow the seasons, right?” [Marie:
Yeah…]
Mette: “But that’s also the ideal thought. You
know, that’s when you talk about it and think,
oh but what is it I would like to do. Now and
then you remember that this is what you prefer
to do – and then there are the days when you
fuck-all just have to get the children from
daycare and shop and you are off at seven
o’clock, right? Then it’s roast pork and… [Jan:
“Oh, you mean Monday to Friday?”]…and
French fries or such things.”
Marie: “You know, if the children can choose
what we are having today, we have roasted
something with potatoes and gravy. And then
you know there’s peace and quiet! Everyone
eats and is happy.”
Mette: “This is what…at least I think it’s
important to allow yourself to say, but that’s
the way it is then, right?” [Marie: “Mmm.”]

The positions that each norm represents were con-
structed after the basic work of coding and categori-
sation was carried out, building on this work, like
the example on variable generalisation around the
variable ambivalence. For producing the norm posi-
tions, the following step was taken. I combined a
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focused categorisation and conceptualisation by
combining a number of different categories for deal-
ing with norms, such as conventionality, facticity
and reflexivity (Mortensen, 1992), with an analysis
of handling of consensus and conflicts around these
norms using tools from discourse psychology, such
as interest management and category entitlement
(Potter, 1996:112-18).

Conclusion
It has been the purpose of the present article to
contribute to the methodological debate in commu-
nication research about generalisation on the basis of
qualitative data. While much has been written about
qualitative or analytical generalisation at a more ab-
stract theory of sciencelevel, little has been written
about the practical, methodological “how-to-do-it”
aspects. Hence, the article presents and explains in
detail three different types of analytical generalisa-
tion and shows how these generalisations were con-
structed on the basis of qualitative data material.
This focus on the practical methodological level is
not to say that scientific theoretical discussions re-
lated to qualitative generalisation can be dispensed
with. On the contrary, the point is that there is (or
ought to be) an intimate relation between the re-
searcher’s scientific theoretical position and the
practical methodological design of the entire re-
search process, including the making of generalisa-
tions. Theory of science positions are very abstract
constructions and they have very concrete conse-
quences. Thus, the article discusses, for each of the
three presented types of qualitative generalisation,
how the generalisation could be used, depending on
where the researcher positions herself on the con-
tinuum from critical realism to social construc-
tivism.

The article has presented three different ways of
making analytical generalisations: Ideal types, vari-
ables in configuration, and narratives. Ideal types
are seen as condensed syntheses of the complexities
of, e.g., a whole communication context or a connec-
tion of several communication dynamics, where
particular characteristics are underlined at the cost
of others. Variables in configuration are seen as

focussing on one aspect of a communication issue
or context at a time, but also as seeing this single as-
pect in relation to relevant socio-cultural dynamics.
Narratives are seen as orderings of patterns of com-
munication dynamics in story-like ways, reflecting
the potential plurality and non-finality of the gener-
alisations. The three different kinds of generalisa-
tion are exemplified with concrete established gen-
eralisations from a research project about how con-
sumers use media texts in their handling of food
risks in everyday life.

An important discussion, which is not touched
upon explicitly in the article, is what such generali-
sations can be used for. In media and communica-
tion research, such generalisations can be used for
mapping or representing socio-cultural fields of
communication, for clarifying theoretical concepts
at all levels of applicability, and for interpreting or
explaining communication phenomena in dynamic
and detailed ways. Thus, analytical generalisations
can also be used by other researchers to build upon
and revise in their own analytical designs and stud-
ies. Ideal types, variables in configuration and narra-
tives, unsurprisingly, cannot be used to say any-
thing about the frequency and distribution of par-
ticular communication patterns in communication
user populations. And if the research producing the
specific kind of analytical generalisation is designed
to be dominantly social constructivist, the re-
searcher would probably argue that the generalisa-
tions should not be seen as stable categories with
which to sort out and distinguish between, for ex-
ample, individual media users.

However, the problem is that outside the world
of research, journalists, administrators, business peo-
ple, campaign makers, and political organisations
have a tendency to mould the original complex and
not necessarily stable analytical generalisations into
heavy-handed simplified results such as new seg-
ments or so-called truths about communication user
populations in order to suit their own interests.
Thus, it is indeed a challenge for us as researchers to
guide our own communication of complex analytical
generalisations, as well as other societal actors’ po-
tential use of them, such that these generalisations are
intelligible, but not over-simplified.
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Notes

1. The project was entitled, ”The Risks of Consump-
tion: Environmental Norms and Consumer Prac-
tices” . It was financed by the The Strategical En-
vironmenal Research Programme, and it was carried
out under the auspices of Centre for Social Scienti-
fic Environmental Research in Denmark (CeSam).
See Halkier, 2000, Halkier, 2001a – c for details.

2. The four types are information leaflets available
in supermarkets, particular thematic television
shows, television news, and the actual food stuff
consumer goods themselves, including their
packaging.
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